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Introduction

1 When it instructed the Director "to study any outstanding treaty law issues and mak e
appropriate proposals to the Assembly at its 14th session", the Sixth Intersessional Working Grou p

made specific reference, inter alia, to "any problems which might arise for States which had ratified th e

1984 Protocols before they were replaced by the new protocols" (document FUND/WGR .6/12 ,

paragraph 9 .4) .

2 Pursuant to the instruction of the Intersessional Working Group, the Director has undertake n
a study of the problems which may arise for States which have already deposited instruments o f
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession (hereinafter referred to as "instruments of ratification" )
in respect of either or both of the 1984 Protocols if the 1984 Protocols were to be replaced by ne w

protocols. The results of this study are set out in the present document .

The Problem

3 The Intersessional Working Group recognised that the adoption of new protocols to replace th e
1984 Protocols could create problems for those States which have expressed their consent to be boun d
by the 1984 Protocols and which subsequently decide to accept the new protocols .

4 As noted in the Working Group's Report (document FUND/WGR .6/12, paragraph 7 .1), a numbe r
of States have already given their consent to be bound by the 1984 Protocol to the Civil Liabilit y
Convention and the 1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention. So far, six States have ratified the 198 4
Protocol to the Civil Liability Convention and two States have ratified the 1984 Protocol to the Fun d
Convention. In the case of these States, the respective instruments have been accepted for deposit ,
and the necessary action thereon, including circulation of appropriate notifications to interested States,
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has already been taken by the depositary. These , instruments will, therefore, not be affected by th e

adoption of new protocols by a future conference . The same would apply to any instruments of

ratification which may be deposited between now and the time when new protocols are actuall y

adopted by a conference. The depositary will be obliged to receive such instruments and to take th e

necessary action on them in the usual way .

5 If and when a decision were to be taken to convene a conference to adopt new protocols to

replace the 1984 Protocols, it would be possible and appropriate for the Secretary-General of th e
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the depositary of the 1984 Protocols, to draw the attentio n

of States to the prospect of new protocols being adopted . He might also advise any State whic h
intended to deposit instruments of ratification in respect of the 1984 Protocols to consider postponin g

action pending the outcome of the conference . Such actions by the Secretary-General would .

however, be purely advisory .

6 The question is whether States which have ratified the 1984 Protocols but wish to becom e
Parties to the new protocols would be able to withdraw their ratification of the 1984 Protocols o r
whether such States would be obliged to remain as Contracting States to the 1984 Protocols, eve n

after they had ratified the new protocols . If a withdrawal of the ratification were not permissible, the
States involved would run the risk of becoming Parties to both the 1984 Protocols and the ne w

protocols, should both sets of protocols enter into force .

7 For the reasons given by the Intersessional Working Group, the possibility of the two sets of

Protocols entering into force is rather remote (document FUND/WGR .6/12. paragraph 9 .2 (e)) .

Nevertheless, that possibility exists at least in theory, and a State which has ratified the 1984 Protocols

and which also ratified the new protocols would run the risk of being obliged to participate in tw o

conflicting treaty regimes . A way out for such a State would be to denounce one set of Protocols, but

this could only be done after the Protocols in question had entered into force and within the time limits

specified for the denunciation process in the Protocols in question. In the case of both the 1984

Protocols . denunciation takes effect twelve months after the deposit of the instrument of denunciatio n

with the depositary (Article 16 of the 1984 Protocol to the Civil Liability Convention and Article 34 o f

the 1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention) . This means that the denouncing State would have
obligations under the 1984 Protocols for a period of twelve months after it had denounced the 198 4

Protocols . Under the 1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention, such a State would in fact be obliged t o

continue to make contributions in accordance with this Protocol in respect of incidents which occurre d

before the denunciation took effect (Article 34.7 of the 1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention) .

Withdrawal of Ratifications_ of the 1984 Protocols

8 The only way in which the States referred to in paragraph 6 can avoid being obliged to apply
two conflicting treaty regimes would be for them to withdraw their ratification of the 1984 Protocol s
when they decide to ratify the new protocols . However, there appears to be some doubt as to whethe r
withdrawal of the ratification in such situations would be permissible under international treaty law . This
is because, whilst there are clear rules and provisions regarding the right of a State which is Party t o
a treaty which has come into force to denounce that treaty, no such clear rules exist as regards th e
withdrawal of a ratification which has been formally effected in respect of a treaty which has not yet

entered into force . The Vienna Convention on the L. of Treaties does not address this question . and

neither customary international law nor State practice appears to provide any relevant guidance on thi s

point . On the other hand, there is no provision or specific rule of international treaty law which state s

or suggests that withdrawal of ratification is not permissible under any circumstances before the entr y

into force of the treaty in question .
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9 Moreover, there are some precedents which appear to lend some support to the view tha t

withdrawal of ratification of a treaty before its entry into force may be permissible in certain situations .

Thus, for example, the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) agreed in 1983 that ratification of Optional Annexes to MARPOL 73/78 which ha d
been effected by the Governments of two States could be discounted, due to special reasons in eac h
case. With reference to one of these States, the reason was that the inclusion of the Optional Annex

concerned in the instrument of ratification was due to a clerical error . For the other State, the reaso n

was that the inclusion of the Optional Annex in question was incorrect, since the national procedure

required by the constitution had not extended to that particular Optional Annex . Regardless of the

reason given for the decision by MEPC, the practical effect of the decision was to permit the State s
concerned to withdraw their ratification which had been duly effected and notified to intereste d

Governments in the usual way. This decision therefore appears to support the view that there is no
absolute legal bar to the withdrawal of a ratification of a treaty even before the treaty enters into force .

10 It may also be argued that to prevent a State from withdrawing its consent to be bound by a
treaty would be a negation of the sovereign right of the State to determine the international obligation s
it is willing to assume or continue to accept . Such a negation is particularly difficult to justify, sinc e
treaty law clearly recognises the right of the State to withdraw from a treaty even when the treaty i s
in force - by denouncing that treaty in accordance with the procedure specified therein for tha t
purpose. Since a State is able to withdraw from a treaty which is in force, it would be illogical to

contend that the State cannot withdraw its consent to be bound by a treaty which has not entered int o

force.

11 It is also difficult to justify a proposition that ratification of a treaty cannot be withdrawn whil e

the treaty is not in force, since there would be no binding provision on the point either in the treat y

itself or in the general international law on treaties . In the first place, a treaty which is not yet in forc e

cannot, generally speaking, impose specific obligations on States, even those which have expresse d

their consent to be bound by that treaty . It is, of course, true that the Vienna Convention on the La w

of Treaties provides that States which have signed or expressed their consent to be bound by a treaty
are under the obligation "to retrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the treaty "

(Article 18) . However, the same provision of the Convention makes it clear that the obligation i s

subject to the condition that the entry into force of the treaty should not be "unduly delayed" . This

means that a State which expresses its consent to be bound by a treaty is not obliged to remain a

Contracting State for ever, but that such a State may withdraw its consent to be bound by the treaty
if there are valid grounds to believe that the treaty is not likely to enter into force within a reasonable

period. In the case of the 1984 Protocols, the indications are that the conditions for entry into force ,

especially for the 1984 Protocol to the Fund Convention, are not likely to be fulfilled in the foreseeabl e

future. Consequently the States which have given their consent to be bound by these Protocols woul d

have the right to withdraw such consent since the entry into force of the Protocols will be "undul y

delayed" .

12 It is also worth noting that the sole purpose of the proposed new protocols has been clearly
stated to be to "facilitate the entry into force of the content of the 1984 Protocols" and, i n
consequence, the coming into operation of an improved international regime for compensation . This
was also the object and purpose of the 1984 Protocols. However, the "object and purpose" have bee n
frustrated, as far as the 1984 Protocols are concerned, by the lack of support from those States whos e
participation was considered to be essential for the success and viability of the improved compensation
regime. Hence, withdrawal by a State of its ratification of the 1984 Protocols in order to ratify the ne w
protocols and thereby help to bring the improved compensation regime into operation cannot be
deemed to be an act which would defeat the object and purpose of the 1984 Protocols . Indeed it is
more correct to say that withdrawing consent from the 1984 Protocols in order to help to bring th e
new, and substantively identical, instruments into force would be advancing the object and purpose o f

the 1984 Protocols .
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1 3 13 For the reasons stated above, it may be argued that those States which have ratified the 198 4
Protocols should be permitted to withdraw their instruments of ratification when the new protocols ar e
adopted to replace the 1984 Protocols, since such withdrawal would enable them to ratify the ne w
protocols and thereby help to bring those new protocols into force .

Alternative Solution

14 Another possible solution to the problem might be to permit those States which have alread y
deposited instruments of ratification in respect of the 1984 Protocols to make these instrument s
applicable instead to the new protocols adopted to replace the 1984 Protocols . This can be done by
means of formal notification from the appropriate authorities of the Governments concerned to th e
depositary of the protocols, stating that the Governments wish the instruments which had already been
deposited to be considered as constituting their consent to be bound by the new protocols in plac e
of the 1984 Protocols .

15 This latter approach may, however, not be entirely free of difficulties . Some of the instruments
already deposited may not be suitable, in terms of'their form and source of authority, for applicatio n
to the new protocols. There may also be constitutional and other procedural obstacles to the transfer
of such instruments from the 1984 Protocols to the new protocols . But, where no such obstacles
exist and where approval for the transfer of the ratification can be obtained through the applicabl e
constitutional processes of the State, there would appear to be no reason in principle or in law wh y
a State may not declare that the consent expressed by it in respect of an earlier instrument should b e
deemed to apply instead to a new instrument which has been adopted to replace the previous one .
In any case no State would be obliged to transfer its ratification of the 1984 Protocols to the ne w
protocols ; but that option would be available to any State which wished to do so, provided that suc h
an action was permissible in its constitutional and administrative processes .

Conclusions

16 The considerations set out above lead the Director to conclude that the problem which migh t
arise for States which had ratified the 1984 Protocols before those protocols were replaced by the new
protocols could be solved in two ways .

17 The first solution is for the States concerned to leave their ratifications in place and, if they s o
desired, to deposit new instruments to express their consent to be bound by the new protocols . This
would be on the assumption that there is no realistic prospect of the 1984 Protocols entering into force
and, therefore, no serious risk that the States would be forced to apply both the 1984 Protocols an d
the new protocols . States opting for this course of action would, however, have to note that whils t
the possibility of the 1984 Protocols entering into force is very remote, that possibility exists, at leas t
in theory. Consequently, the risk of the simultaneous application of two parallel treaty regimes cannot
be ruled out completely . In the unlikely event of the 1984 Protocols entering into force with the ne w
protocols, any State which has maintained its ratification of the two sets of protocols would face the
difficulty of reconciling its obligations under the two regimes . Whilst such a State would be able to
denounce the 1984 Protocols, such denunciation would be possible only after the 1984 Protocols ha d
entered into force, and the denunciation would only take effect after the period and subject to th e
conditions specified in the respective protocols . .

18 The second solution - which in the Director's opinion is the better one -- would be for the
States concerned to withdraw their ratification of the 1984 Protocols before or when they expresse d
their consent to be bound by the new protocols . In the light of the considerations outlined in thi s
document, the Director is of the view that there would be no legal impediment to the withdrawal o f
a ratification of the 1984 Protocols following the adoption of new protocols to replace the 198 4
Protocols. The Director believes that there are strong arguments to support the view that the entry
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into force of the 1984 Protocols would be "unduly delayed" . Additionally . the States concerned could
reasonably contend that withdrawal of their ratifications in order to bring the new protocols into forc e
would promote, and not defeat . "the object and purpose" of the 1984 Protocols .

19 If the Assembly were to concur with the conclusion that withdrawal of the ratification of th e
1984 Protocols would be both permissible and desirable, it might wish to bring that view to th e
attention of the conference to be convened to adopt new protocols to replace the 1984 Protocols . The
conference might also be invited to endorse that view and to adopt a suitable recommendation to tha t
effect, addressed to the States concerned and also to the depositary of the 1984 Protocols and th e
new protocols . Such a recommendation would preferably be in the form of a conference resolutio n
which would :

(a) note that it is very unlikely that the conditions for the entry into force of the 1984 Protocol s
would be satisfied following the adoption of new protocols to replace the 1984 Protocols ;

(b) recognise, however, that there is the theoretical possibility that the 1984 Protocols might ente r

into force even after the adoption of the new protocols ;

(c) note that States which have ratified the 1984 Protocols might face difficulties if they also ratifie d

the new protocols without withdrawing their ratification of the 1984 Protocols :

(d) consider that it would be advisable for such States to take the necessary steps to avoid the

situation in which they might be obliged to apply two conflicting treaty regimes o n

compensation for pollution damage ; and

(e) express the view that there would be no legal impediment to the withdrawal of ratification of

the 1984 Protocols following the adoption of new protocols to replace the 1984 Protocols .

20

	

In the light of these conclusions, the resolution might :

(a) invite States which have ratified the 1984 Protocols to consider withdrawing their ratification o f
these Protocols before or when expressing their consent to be bound by the new protocols :

(b) request the Secretary--General of IMO, as the depositary of the 1984 Protocols and the ne w

protocols, to take appropriate steps to advise and assist the States concerned which wish t o

take action in accordance with the terms of the resolution; and

(c) request the Director of the IOPC Fund to extend all necessary co-operation and assistance t o
the States concerned and the Secretary-General of IMO in the implementation of the resolution .

21

	

A draft resolution incorporating these recommendations is set out in the Annex to thi s
document .

Action to be Taken by the Assembly

22

	

The Assembly is invited to :

(a) consider the information contained in this document ;

(b) examine the draft resolution set out in the Annex : and

(c) make such proposals to the Secretary-General of IMO as it deems appropriate in respect o f

matters dealt with in this document .
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ANNEX

DRAFT RESOLUTIO N

THE CONFERENCE,

HAVING ADOPTED the Protocol of 19 . . . to amend the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oi l
Pollution Damage, 1969 (the 1969 Civil Liability Convention), and the Protocol of 19 . . . to amend the
International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oi l
Pollution Damage, 1971 (the 1971 Fund Convention) (hereinafter referred to as the "19 . . . Protocols") ,

RECALLING the Protocols which were adopted in 1964 to amend the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and
the 1971 Fund Convention (hereinafter referred to as the "1984 Protocols") ,

NOTING that a number of States have already deposited instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval
or accession in respect of the 1984 Protocols prior to the adoption of the 19 . . . Protocols,

NOTING ALSO that the 1984 Protocols have not entered into force, and that it is unlikely that thei r
conditions for entry into force will be satisfied following the adoption of the 19 . . . Protocols to replace
them ,

RECOGNISING, however, that there is the possibility in theory that the 1984 Protocols might enter into
force even after the entry into force of the 19 . . . Protocols,

APPRECIATING that the States which have consented to be bound by the 1984 Protocols might face
difficulties if they were to become Parties to the 19 . . . Protocols without being allowed to withdraw thei r
consent to be bound by the 1984 Protocols ,

CONSIDERING that it is advisable for the States which have consented to be bound by the 1984
Protocols and which also wish to become Parties to the 19 . . . Protocols to take measures to avoid th e
situation in which they might be obliged to apply two conflicting regimes on compensation ,

CONSIDERING ALSO that the most effective way for the States concerned to avoid bringing two
conflicting treaty regimes into force is for such States to withdraw their consent to be bound by th e
1984 Protocols before or when expressing their consent to be bound by the 19 . . . Protocols ,

BEING OF THE VIEW that withdrawal of a consent to be bound by a treaty in such a situation would not
contravene any rule of international treaty law,

CONVINCED that action by the States to bring the 19 .. . Protocols into force will help to promote "the
object and purpose" for which the 1984 Protocols were originally adopted .

INVITES the States which have already expressed their consent to be bound by the 1984
Protocols and which wish to become Parties to the 19 . . . Protocols to consider formally
withdrawing their consent in respect of the 1984 Protocols prior to or at the time of expressin g
their consent to be bound by the 19 . . . Protocols :
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2 REQUESTS the Secretary-General of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), as th e
depositary of the 1984 Protocols and the 19 . . . Protocols. to bring the contents of this resolutio n
to the attention of all States entitled to become Parties to the 1984 Protocols and the 19. . .
Protocols :

3 FURTHER REQUESTS the Secretary-General of IMO to take all necessary and appropriate step s
to advise and assist the States concerned which wish to take action in accordance with th e
terms of this resolution :

4 ALSO REQUESTS the Director of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund to extend
appropriate co-operation and assistance to the Secretary-General of IMO in the implementatio n
of this resolution ;

5 INVITES the Secretary-General of IMO to consult with and seek the views and guidance of th e
Legal Committee or the Council of IMO in dealing with problems which may arise in connectio n
with the implementation of this resolution .




